ONYX 4-PIECE CREATIVE CENTER
This Onyx 4-Piece Combo Set has an all metal table with a 30" x 42" top with adjustable height from 29" to 35". Also included is a 100W white swing-arm lamp and a black table caddy that can fit on either side of the table. The studio chair has one touch pneumatic control and adjusts from 23” to 29”. Chair features black fabric seat an adjustable back.
W11100 White
W11101 Black/Cherry

HOBBY STATION
Perfect for a multitude of art projects. Adjustable 24" x 40" top with a separate flat area for tools, paints, etc. Includes caddy holders for pens, markers and other supplies.
W11111 White/Maple

HOBBY STATION II
This deluxe drawing & hobby station features a sturdy white base and maple woodgrain top. The surface measures 28” x 40” and tilts from 0 to 30 degrees. Two sets of four drawer units hide materials for later use. Left and right storage trays keep your pens, scissors and other tools at your fingertips.
W11112 White/Maple

AMERICANA WOOD 4-POST TABLE
Sturdy yet elegant. A beautifully finished wooden 4-post drawing table with veneer wood top and solid wood base. Includes large drawer and fingertip angle adjustment on 36” x 48” top.
W11115 Oak

WORKMASTER JR.
A durable, 4-post table that is versatile and sturdy with built-in strength for long term use. The angle of the work surface can be adjusted easily from either front or back. Sturdy base constructed of 1” x 1” heavy-gauge steel tubing. Ideal for drafting, mechanical drawing and architecture. Warp-free 36” x 48” white Melamine board surface that adjusts from 0 to 35 degrees. White base has a 12” x 32” inch storage shelf. Height adjusts from 29” to 44”.
W11294 White/White Top

SKETCHING & DISPLAY EASEL
A sturdy and economical easel for sketching and display. Lightweight and portable, it is made of hand-sanded hardwood with brass hardware. 64” tall.
W28000 Natural Wood
W28002 Black Wood

ST. PAULS FOLDING TRAVEL EASEL
This full size sketching easel is ideal for all types of painting. It can be tilted to any angle, including horizontal. Made of solid oak with brass fittings, this folding easel is lightweight and comes in a carrying bag. Folds to 33” x 5” x 3” and will hold a canvas up to 27”.
W28010 Oil Rubbed Wood

RAVENNA BOX EASEL
Form, function, beauty and an unbelievable price! The Ravenna easel possess all of these qualities and more. Made from seasoned hardwood and has an easily accessed side drawer plus a carrying handle. The canvas height is adjustable up to 34”.
W28045 Oil Rubbed Wood
**MABEF M-28 UNIVERSAL FOLDING EASEL**
Well constructed folding sketch easel weighs only 3-1/2 lbs. and folds up into a tight, compact unit. For sketching, watercolor and oil painting. Easily adjustable with a single heavy-duty wingnut. Maximum canvas height is 43".
W28050 Oil Rubbed Beech

**MABEF M-04 MASTER STUDIO EASEL**
This artist’s easel is constructed of oiled, stain-resistant beechwood. A crank mechanism adjusts to hold canvas up to 92-1/2” height. Poles and canvases are locked in the desired position by tightening a screw at the rear. Comes complete with two storage drawers, wheels, clamp screws. Ideal for restoration work.
W28060 Oil Rubbed Beech

**MABEF M-06 DELUXE STUDIO EASEL**
The Mabef Deluxe Studio Easel features a ratchet system for raising and lowering, four casters, and leveling bolts. It can hold a maximum canvas size of a whopping 65 inches! Made in Italy of seasoned beechwood.
W28062 Oil Rubbed Beech

**MABEF M-08 CONVERTIBLE STUDIO EASEL**
Constructed of high-quality, stain-resistant oiled beechwood. Its versatile canvas holder can be angled from vertical (for oil painting) to horizontal (forming a table for use with watercolors). Holding canvases up to 71.5 inches, this fine quality easel is an ideal addition to any artist’s home or studio.
W28072 Oil Rubbed Beech

**MABEF M-09D STUDIO EASEL WITH TRAY**
Made of oiled beechwood, this easel is fitted with a - canvas holder height is adjusted with a ratchet. Once the desired position is set, it can be locked by tightening the rear-locking screw. Maximum canvas height is 45 1/2. Comes in an easy-assemble kit.
W28074 Oil Rubbed Beech

**MABEF M-26 FIELD EASEL**
Flexibility, portability and versatility are combined in this amazing Italian easel. Travels well and features an art panel that is great for holding watercolor or pastel paper. Adjustable head allows for an angled or flat working surface. Works well for oil and acrylic painting. Holds canvases up to 40”. Minimum height of 33”, maximum height of 78”. The durability and adjustability of this oiled beechwood easel allows it to grow with the young artist.
W28084 Oil Rubbed Beech

**MABEF M-11 LYRE EASEL**
Made of oiled beech, this easel has a slim elegant shape which makes it perfectly suited for use in window displays. Easy to handle for indoor use with canvases up to 53”.
W28100 Oil Rubbed Beech

**MABEF M-13 BASIC LYRE EASEL**
This three-legged easel, crafted from stain-resistant oiled beechwood, features variable height adjustment. It has a maximum canvas height of 47”.
W28103 Oil Rubbed Beech

**MABEF M-18 CONVERTIBLE EASEL**
The Mabef Convertible Easel goes from flat to vertical and all angles in between. Great for the artist that paints in watercolor and oil or acrylic or only needs a table-like surface. Maximum canvas height is 65”. Other features include: four casters for easy movement, and leveling screws. Made in Italy of seasoned beechwood.
W28236 Oil Rubbed Beech

**MABEF M-33 FOLDING EASEL**
Designed for the watercolor, pastel or oil painter, this easel extends upward to handle a 44” canvas and folds down to a compact 34” height. Capable of a forward tilt for glare reduction and a backward tilt to form a table for watercolors or the application of gesso or varnish.
W28240 Oil Rubbed Beech
**SONOMA SKETCHBOX EASEL**
The Sonoma Sketch Box Easel is a field easel and storage unit all in one. Made of hand
varnished elm and finished with brass hardware, it features a sectioned drawer for
holding supplies. Other features include a leather handle, an adjustable shoulder strap
and a wooden palette. Fully adjustable.
W28610 Oil Rubbed Wood

**MABEF M-22 FULL FRENCH SKETCHBOX EASEL**
Made of oiled beechwood with brass hardware. The accessory drawer is tin-lined and
has four compartments for storage. The wooden palette acts as a cover when the easel
is folded for transporting. Made in Italy.
W28614 Oil Rubbed Beech

**HYATTS TRIPOD EASEL BLACK**
A tubular metal tripod easel which can be set at any height from 34” to 81”. Metal
holder with double clamps can hold a drawing board, stretched canvas or framed
artwork. Can be set flat for watercolor work. Black frame with chrome legs and holder.
W28760 Steel and Chrome

**BAROQUE BRASS DISPLAY EASEL**
Unlike many imported brass finish easels, this easel won’t tarnish or turn black after a
short period of time. Made of steel tubing with a brass tone, the easel holds any item up
to 2-1/2” thick—making it well suited for display in galleries, hotels or restaurants.
W28765 Anodized Bright Brass

**W&N BRISTOL ALUMINUM FOLDING EASEL**
Great for indoor, outdoor, or even table top use - folds to just 26”. Very stable,
lightweight and compact with one touch control for telescopic leg adjustment.
W28260 Black Aluminum

**W&N BRISTOL WATERCOLOR EASEL**
Made from aluminum, tips flat for watercolor painting and suitable for all wet media.
One touch telescopic leg adjustment. Stable, lightweight and compact.
W28261 Black Aluminum

**PREMIER METAL STUDIO EASEL**
Larger, sturdier model with patented auto-Lock feature. Completely adjustable. Ideal for
indoor or outdoor use. Easel extends to 84” and folds to 40”.
W28900 Black Aluminum

**TRIPOD TABLE EASEL**
Lightweight and sturdy, this table top easel stands 22” tall. It folds for transport and
storage weighs only one pound. Made of hand-finished hardwood.
W29000 Unstained Wood

**PREMIER FOLD-A-WAY EASEL**
Super strong aluminum construction which folds for easy transport and storage. Features
spring activated canvas clip, rubber non-skid feet, tilt adjustablility and black anodized
aluminum finish.
W29018 Black Aluminum

**PREMIER TABLE TOP EASEL**
Lightweight and strong aluminum construction which accommodates canvases up to
25” high. Folds away for easy transportation and storage. Features tilt and height
adjustablility and black anodized aluminum finish.
W29027 Black Aluminum

**MABEF M-21 LYRE MINIATURE EASEL**
Styled after the elegant Lyre easel, this miniature easel can support a canvas up to
12½” in height. Makes a great display.
W29220 Oil Rubbed Beech

**REEVES MINI EASEL**
Tiny wooden easels measure 5” tall by 2¼” inches wide. For display of mini canvases,
cards, and any small treasure. They also make great place-card holders.
W29230 Natural Wood
W29231 Black Wood
**TESTRITE ALUMINUM LECTURERS EASEL**
Economical, light-weight easel popular for use in all types of industry, business, schools, etc. Holds boards, pads, signs and pictures up to 36" high and 48" wide and features cross-braced, rubber-tipped, aluminum legs that telescope by releasing a simple lock. The T-bar is for use with oversize pads, and the C-clips turn it into a flip chart easel.

**MABEF M-39 FOLDING STOOL**
Tripod design of solid beechwood features comfortable leather seat. Holds 198 lbs. 19-1/2" high and 13-3/4" wide. Collapses for easy storage.

**PREMO DELUXE BLACK LEATHER CHAIR**
Incorporating quality ergonomic features in a rugged contemporary design. The smooth-action gas cylinder mechanism adjusts seat height from 16-1/2" to 21-1/2". Backrest provides solid orthopedic spine support and full-size upholstered seat is contoured for added comfort. Construction features include sturdy black metal frame, reinforced 5-star non-tip fiberglass base and double wheel hood design casters.

**VICEROY DRAFTING CHAIR**
Pneumatic height control and angular foot rest make this chair a popular choice. 12" backrest and 18" seat in medium gray cloth. Height adjusts from 23" to 33".

**MABEF M-38 FOLDING WOOD PRINT RACK**
Display paintings, prints and drawings with this folding Italian-made print rack. Constructed of stain-resistant oiled beechwood. A light-weight, portable and attractive solution for presenting your work. 22" wide x 30" high.

**ALVIN PLASTIC INSTRUMENT TRAY**
White high-impact plastic, mounts easily to drawing board, to keep tools and instruments readily available. Size 30". Fits tables 24" x 36" and larger.

**VYCO VINYL BOARD COVER**
Vyco is a long lasting, 5-ply resilient plastic that renews, improves and protects a variety of surfaces in school, studio, home and industry. Permanently flexible with excellent recovery. Will not deteriorate, discolor or crack. Green on one side, cream on the other. Various Sizes Available

**DRAWING TABLE STORAGE TRAY**
A molded, hard plastic storage tray which mounts on the side of most drawing tables. Measures 6" wide and 31-1/2" long. 15 separate compartments hold everything from rulers to technical pens.

**FURNITURE ASSEMBLY CHARGE**
Not handy? Have our crack team of technicians assemble your chair, easel or table. Just check with your sales associate when placing your order. Some items may require more lead time or a higher assembly fee based on complexity.
ALVIN INTEGRA TABLE
The Integra’s stylish, white tubular frame of quality construction makes it a perfect choice for home, office or studio. Height adjusts from 33” to 45” and the table angle adjusts from 0° to 50°. There is a built-in footrest crossbar with rubber tread. The warp-free melamine drawing board surface measures 30” x 42.”
W11280 White Metal Tubular Base With White Top

DALER-ROWNEY WIMBORNE EASEL
Oiled wooden table easel with adjustable support. Takes canvas up to 24 inches in height. The canvas position can be tilted either forward or backwards.
W29036 Oiled Wood

W&N SHANNON H-FRAME EASEL
One of the most popular easels available! This sturdy H-Frame easel is made of oiled beechwood and is fully assembled in the box. Its maximum height is 104” and holds a canvas up to 53”. The adjustable angle allows the painter to capture the best available light. Folds flat for storage.
W28270 Oiled Beechwood

ART ALTERNATIVES YOUNG ARTIST EASEL
This sturdy, double-sided easel has both a chalkboard and a dry erase board for a variety of activities to keep young artists busy. The wood frame measures 22” wide x 33” deep and 44” high. A 15” x 25” paper roll is included.
W28295 Unfinished Wood

SONOMA BAMBOO SKETCHBOX EASEL
Made from a renewable resource, this easel is both eco-friendly and silky smooth to the touch! It’s small enough to fold up and store in a closet, yet large enough to hold a canvas up to 34”. The easel adjusts easily from 45° to 90°. Finished with brass hardware, adjustable shoulder strap and durable leather handle.
W28611 Bamboo & Oiled Wood

TRAVEL / TABLETOP TRIPOD EASEL
This light-weight travel tripod easel is constructed of hand-finished hardwood and folds up in a second for easy transport. The adjustable mast holds canvases up to 26” tall. Rubber-tipped feet protect your work surface.
W29005 Oiled Hardwood

RECTANGULAR WOOD TABLE EASEL
This table easel is excellent for light oil and acrylic applications. Extremely light-weight and portable. Minimal assembly required. Maximum canvas height is 36.”
W29009 Unfinished Wood

MOBILE STORAGE CARTS
These storage carts have a unique patented interlocking rail and drawer system that prevents shifting off the rails. Molded stops on drawers prevent drawer from pushing through the back of cart. Each drawer can hold up to 3 lbs and the carts have four casters (two locking). Choose from Multicolor or Smoked Grey drawers with chrome frame
W20500 3 DRAWER SMOKE GREY
W20502 6 DRAWER SMOKE GREY
W20504 10 DRAWER SMOKE GREY
W20512 6 DRAWER MULTCOLOR
W20514 10 DRAWER MULTCOLOR
W20516 12 DRAWER MULTCOLOR
W20518 20 DRAWER MULTCOLOR